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Dynamic phase diagram of soft nanocolloids†
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Dieter Richtera

We present a comprehensive experimental and theoretical study covering micro-, meso- and macro-

scopic length and time scales, which enables us to establish a generalized view in terms of structure–

property relationship and equilibrium dynamics of soft colloids. We introduce a new, tunable block co-

polymer model system, which allows us to vary the aggregation number, and consequently its softness,

by changing the solvophobic-to-solvophilic block ratio (m : n) over two orders of magnitude. Based on a

simple and general coarse-grained model of the colloidal interaction potential, we verify the significance

of interaction length σint governing both structural and dynamic properties. We put forward a quantitative

comparison between theory and experiment without adjustable parameters, covering a broad range of

experimental polymer volume fractions (0.001 ≤ ϕ ≤ 0.5) and regimes from ultra-soft star-like to hard

sphere-like particles, that finally results in the dynamic phase diagram of soft colloids. In particular, we

find throughout the concentration domain a strong correlation between mesoscopic diffusion and

macroscopic viscosity, irrespective of softness, manifested in data collapse on master curves using the

interaction length σint as the only relevant parameter. A clear reentrance in the glass transition at high

aggregation numbers is found, recovering the predicted hard-sphere (HS) value in the hard-sphere like

limit. Finally, the excellent agreement between our new experimental systems with different but already

established model systems shows the relevance of block copolymer micelles as a versatile realization of

soft colloids and the general validity of a coarse-grained approach for the description of the structure and

dynamics of soft colloids.

1. Introduction

Recent studies on soft matter include a large variety of
complex fluids like synthetic polymers, biological macro-
molecules, colloids, amphiphilic systems, membranes as well
as liquid crystals. A currently active field of research is focused
on the special class of soft colloids, i.e. elastic and deformable
colloidal particles, which display a dual character between
polymers and hard spheres.1,2 Examples of such soft colloids

are vesicles, dendrimers,3 microgels,4,5 polymer-grafted nano-
particles,6 block copolymer micelles7–10 and star polymers.11–13

Due to their hybrid nature, soft colloids macroscopically show
interesting structural and dynamic properties resulting from
their unique microscopic structure.

In particular, soft colloids featuring a star-like architecture
constitute a natural bridge between polymers and colloids.14

In such a case, an important microscopic structural parameter
determining the softness of the macromolecular aggregate is
the number of polymer chains that are anchored to the
common center, i.e., the functionality ( f ) for star polymers or
the aggregation number (Nagg) for block copolymer micelles.
For the latter system, easy and elegant ways to tailor the soft-
ness of micelles, i.e. their morphology and/or their aggregation
number, can be achieved by varying the solvophobic-to-solvo-
philic block ratio‡ (m : n), the block length (Mw) and/or the
interfacial tension, γint, between the solvophobic core and a
selective solvent.10,15 Fig. 1 shows a schematic representation
of the morphological evolution of block copolymer micelles,

†Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available: SANS, DLS and Rheology
data modeling. See DOI: 10.1039/C5NR03702F
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from polymer-like Gaussian coils (Nagg = 1 or 2) to colloid-like
hard spheres (Nagg → ∞), as the block ratio m : n is changed.

From the theoretical point of view, the study of the macro-
scopic properties of suspensions of soft particles can be facili-
tated by appropriately coarse-graining their inherent complex
intramolecular degrees of freedom, and subsequently a
description of the system in terms of an effective pair potential
can be provided by using standard statistical mechanics
tools.14,16,17 The most striking feature of such effective poten-
tial is that of presenting an ultrasoft logarithmic repulsion
when two star-like particles significantly overlap in good
solvent conditions (see eqn (1) below). This kind of repulsion
is fundamentally different from that of other colloidal particles
for which the interaction features an inverse power-law depen-
dence for small distance,18,19 and it is responsible for the
theoretically predicted anomalous structural behavior14,17 and
for the formation of several equilibrium crystal structures at
higher packing fractions of the constituent mesoscopic
entities.20–24

The equilibrium phase diagram of suspensions of star-like
soft colloids has been experimentally studied by Laurati
et al.,10,25 who employed kinetically frozen micelles formed by
the amphiphilic block copolymer poly(ethylenepropylene)–
poly(ethyleneoxide), PEP–PEO. In that work, the aggregation
number was tuned by varying the solvent composition, i.e. by
changing γint. These authors investigated the structure–prop-
erty-relationship (SPR) starting from the aforementioned
coarse-grained model and were able to confirm quantitatively
theoretical predictions concerning the equilibrium phase
diagram in the plane spanned by the concentration and the
aggregation number by means of small angle neutron scatter-
ing experiments (SANS).10,25 Later, Lonetti et al. extended this
approach to the study of binary mixtures of ultra-soft colloids
and linear polymers.26,27 However, detailed investigation of the
solid-like crystalline and glassy phases is still lacking. More-
over, some new questions arose with respect to the formation
of non-equilibrium gel or glass phases and, in particular, on
non-equilibrium flow properties in the ultrasoft, star-like
regime.13,28 Recently, using rheology as the primary technique,
a dynamic phase diagram in temperature-shear rate space was
reported for surfactant molecules.29,30 There a temperature
dependent transition from planar lamellae to multilamellar
vesicles (MLVs) was observed.

Although there are several studies on the dynamics of soft
colloids,31,32 a full quantitative comparison between experi-
ment and theory relating microscopic structure and meso- and
macroscopic dynamics is still missing. Ideally, such a compari-
son should cover the complete range of softness (from ultra-
soft star-like to hard sphere-like) using the same precisely
defined model system to avoid any ambiguity from mapping
one experimental system to the other. In the present work we
aim at a generalized approach using a new soft colloidal
model system based on poly(butylene oxide)–poly(ethylene
oxide) block copolymer micelles, which enables us to cover a
broad range of aggregation numbers and consequently soft-
ness. In particular, we performed a comprehensive experi-
mental and theoretical study covering micro-, meso- and
macroscopic length and time scales by applying precise
dynamic techniques including dynamic light scattering (DLS)
and rheology measurements. The materials and the systems
are described in Section 2, together with the theoretical and
experimental techniques applied to the analysis of the results.
The latter are presented in Section 3 and the obtained
dynamic data are interpreted in terms of the static structural
properties derived by complimentary SANS experiments and
liquid state theory. In particular, the location of the glass or
gel line in the dynamic phase diagram and the validity of the
Stokes-Einstein relation is investigated. An extensive discus-
sion is presented in Section 4, whereas in Section 5 we sum-
marize and draw our conclusions.

2. Materials and methods
2.1 Sample description and experimental techniques

We employed aqueous solutions of the block copolymer poly
(butylene oxide)–poly(ethylene oxide), PBO–PEO, which was
recently synthesized by anionic polymerization.34 PBO is
slightly less hydrophobic34–36 (γint,PBO = 36 mN m−1) with
respect to water than the previously used poly(ethylene–propy-
lene) PEP (γint,PEO = 46 mN m−1),37 a property which allows an
even more precise fine-tuning of the micellization behavior.
For contrast variation SANS experiments, we used both proto-
nated (hPEO) and deuterated (dPEO) PEO blocks, whereas the
PBO block was always protonated (hPBO). This new synthesis
technique allows us to achieve also high molecular weights
with small polydispersity for the PBO block, which would
otherwise crucially hamper the aggregation behavior. There-
fore we can systematically vary the PBO : PEO block ratio over
two orders of magnitude, 1 : 1≲m: n≲1 : 100 (see Table 1), and
thereby we approach gradually from the ultrasoft star-like to
the hard sphere-like regime. In this way, we quantitatively
investigate the phase diagram using the same well-defined
model system and covering the full range of colloid “softness”.

For highly asymmetric block ratios we observe a rather high
critical micelle concentration (CMC), ϕCMC ≈ 0.5%, which
causes the presence of non-aggregated block copolymers
(unimers) in the suspension. However, the resulting depletion
interactions due to the presence of unimers are negligible at

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of morphological evolution of star-like
block copolymer micelles in selective solvent, from polymer-like Gaus-
sian coil (Nagg = 1, 2) to hard sphere-like colloids (Nagg → ∞). The
numbers m and n denote the number of repeat units for the solvo-
phobic (red) and the solvophilic (blue) blocks, respectively.
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such small unimer concentrations,26,38,39 as shown by liquid
state theory described in subsection 2.2.

All solutions were prepared by weight using an analytical
balance and the corresponding experimental volume fractions
ϕ were calculated assuming ideal mixing. We covered a broad
range of block copolymer volume fractions 0.001 ≤ ϕ ≤ 0.5,
which corresponds in terms of the overlap volume fraction of
the block copolymers, ϕ*p = (Vw/NA)/(4πR3g,p/3), to 0.001 ≤ ϕ/ϕ*p

≤ 53, or in terms of the overlap volume fraction of the
micelles, ϕ*

m = Nagg(Vw/NA)/(4πR3m/3), to 0.01 ≤ ϕ/ϕ*
m ≤ 10. Here,

Vw is the polymer molecular volume, NA is Avogadro’s number,
Rg,p and Rm the radius of gyration of block copolymer (unimer)
and micellar radius respectively, as determined by SANS
experiments.

SANS experiments were carried out at different SANS dif-
fractometers: KWS-1 and KWS-2 at Jülich Centre for Neutron
Science (JCNS)/Heinz-Maier-Leibnitz-Zentrum (MLZ) in Garch-
ing (Germany), and D11 at Institute Laue Langevin (ILL) in
Grenoble (France). The probed range was 0.001 ≤ Q ≤ 0.5 Å−1,
with scattering vector Q = (4π/λ)sin (θ/2), neutron wavelength
λ and scattering angle θ. Data were reduced following standard
procedures to correct for contributions resulting from empty
cell, solvent and incoherent scattering and finally normalized
by a water or plexi-glass standard using QtiKWS40 and LAMP.41

To investigate the visco-elastic flow behaviour and influence
of softness with varying asymmetry, size, aggregation number
and volume fraction, we performed rheological experiments
using both stress- (AR-G2) and strain-controlled (ARES-G2) rheo-
meters from Rheometric Scientific Company. We used cone-
plate geometry made of stainless steel of cone diameter
20–50 mm at a cone angle 0.01–0.04 radian, depending on the
concentration of the samples. Temperature control of 20 ±
0.01 °C was set via a Peltier plate and was cooled by a circulat-
ing fluid bath thermostat (Julabo, Germany). From rheology
we measured the change in viscosity as a function of shear rate
by direct flow curves, covering a shear rate range, 10−5 ≤ γ̇ ≤ 3
× 103 s−1. By repeating each measurement we have checked the
data reproducibility. To ensure steady state of the sheared
sample we followed a strict protocol as described by Petekidis
et al.42 We measured each data point (shear rate) at 300 s inter-
vals along with increase in measurement time as the shear

rate, γ̇ decreases. We followed a 10 s pre-shear protocol, fol-
lowed by a 10 s measurement, for all γ̇ > 1 s−1. A pre-shear for
100 s, followed by a 100 s measurement time for 10−2 ≤ γ̇ ≤ 1 s−1.
Finally a pre-shear of 1000 s, with a 1000 s measurement
time for all γ̇ < 10−2 s−1. To determine the solid-like behavior
we performed oscillatory frequency sweep experiments over a
frequency range, 10−2 ≤ ω ≤ 102 rad s−1 with strain amplitude
of 1%. We followed a pre-shear protocol of 200 s interval of
oscillatory shearing at ω = 1 rad s−1 with strain amplitude of
100%, which placed the system in an initially homogeneous
reproducible state. Each data point was measured for 10 s for
ω > 1 rad s−1, and 100 s for ω ≤ 1 rad s−1.12 To avoid sample
evaporation for long measurement time we sealed the sample
with a layer of Dodecane around the cone and plate of the
rheometer.

Corresponding SLS/DLS measurements were performed on
a standard light scattering setup with ALV-125 compact goni-
ometer and ALV5000E correlator covering a range of scattering
angles 20° ≤ θ ≤ 150° and corresponding Q-range 4 × 10−4 ≤ Q
≤ 3 × 10−3 Å−1. Two different lasers were used (Ar+ with λ =
5145 Å and He–Ne with λ = 6328 Å) depending on the scatter-
ing intensity of the sample. It is to be noted that for all experi-
ments D2O was used as the solvent, with viscosity ηsolv ≈
1.221 mPa s at 20 °C. For SANS analysis the corresponding
scattering length densities ρD2O = 6.36 × 1010 cm−2, ρhPBO =
2.00 × 109 cm−2, ρhPEO = 6.79 × 109 cm−2, and ρdPEO = 7.52 ×
1010 cm−2 were used.

2.2 Theory and modeling

As mentioned above, our theoretical approach is based on a
coarse-grained method introduced to study star polymers in
good solvent conditions, for which the excluded volume inter-
action between monomers forming the stars is the only inter-
action taken into account.14,17 Though at first sight it would
appear inaccurate to ignore dispersion interactions between
the sovophobic cores of the micelles, it turns out that this is
not the case. In the range of very long chains, m ≪ n, the core
is small in size and thus the van der Waals attractions are over-
whelmed by the steric repulsions of the chains. In the limit of
almost symmetric blocks, and in particular for the m : n = 1 : 2
case (last entry in Table 1), the aggregation number is very

Table 1 Molecular weight (Mw) characterization: the PBO : PEO block ratio (m : n) was calculated in terms of repetitive units; Mw/Mn is the poly-
dispersity index33 determined by 1H-NMR and SEC. The aggregation number Nagg was obtained from SANS measurements

Diblock
copolymer

Mw,PBO
(g mol−1)

Mw,PEO
(g mol−1)

Block ratio
(m : n) Mw/Mn Nagg

hPBO0.9-hPEO50 900 58 700 1 : 107 1.02 25 ± 5
hPBO0.6-hPEO50 680 42 000 1 : 101 1.11 30 ± 4
hPBO1-hPEO50 960 52 400 1 : 89 1.08 50 ± 5
hPBO0.9-dPEO50 900 50 900 1 : 85 1.02 39 ± 5
hPBO2.5-dPEO50 2570 63 900 1 : 37 1.05 176 ± 10
hPBO2.5-hPEO50 2570 53 300 1 : 34 1.05 104 ± 5
hPBO10-dPEO50 10 500 52 500 1 : 8 1.02 500 ± 10
hPBO5-hPEO5 4920 5412 1 : 2 1.06 920 ± 20
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high, so that the chains provide, again, a sufficiently strong
steric stabilization and the system behaves, effectively, like a
hard sphere. We emphasize, however, anticipating scattering
results to follow, that this system is different from the rest in
Table 1, in the sense that it cannot be described as a soft, star-
like object.

To provide a theoretical model for the effective interactions
between our micelles, we simplify them as star polymers and
considered the center of the star polymer as effective coordi-
nate. The coarse-grained, star–star interaction U(r) at center-to-
center separation r displays a logarithmic dependence at short
distances between the centers and an exponentially Yukawa
decay at large ones. Since the potential diverges logarithmi-
cally as r → 0, star polymers can be viewed as ultrasoft col-
loidal particles, which can interpenetrate and overlap with one
another to a large extent. The star–star effective interaction is
given by:17

βU rð Þ ¼ Θ

� ln r
σint

� �
þ 1

1þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Nagg

p
=2

r � σint

1
1þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Nagg
p

=2
σint
r

� �
exp �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Nagg

p
2

r�σint
σint

� �� �
r > σint

8><
>: ð1Þ

where Θ = (5/18)N3/2
agg and β = (kBT )

−1, with kB the Boltzmann
constant and T the absolute temperature. The only character-
istic length scale is the interaction length σint, which is defined
according to the Daoud–Cotton model43,44 as twice the dis-
tance from the star center to the center of the outermost blob.
A generalized form of this effective potential was proposed for
star-chain45,46 and chain–chain47,48 binary mixtures,§ opening
the way for exploring experimentally the features of anomalous
depletion predicted by theory,26 and also on the recent find-
ings on soft colloid-polymer mixtures.27 Once the pair inter-
action potential is defined, the structural information of the
system, namely the theoretical (micelle–micelle) static struc-
ture factor S(Q), can be gained by numerically solving the Orn-
stein–Zernike (OZ) equation for different theoretical volume
fraction ϕTH = (π/6)Nzσint

3, where Nz is the number density of
micelles. The OZ equation was iteratively solved with the help
of the hypernetted chain closure (OZ-HNC),19 which has been
shown to be very reliable for soft potentials both in pure
systems as in mixtures.26,27,45,47,48

On the other hand, for SANS the total scattering intensity
I(Q) is given by the product of the micellar form factor P(Q),
which is proportional to the scattering of a single micelle, and
the structure factor S(Q), which comprises the interaction
effects. For a monodisperse collection of spherically symmetric
particles it can be written as49

IðQÞ / NzPðQÞSðQÞ: ð2Þ

For dilute concentration S(Q) = 1 so that the scattering con-
tribution for P(Q) is experimentally determined by fitting a
core–shell model following Svaneborg and Pedersen.50,51 Here,

the overall scattering intensity of a single block copolymer
micelle is given by:15,39,51,52

IcsðQÞ / IcoreðQÞ þ IbcoronaðQÞ þ IinterðQÞ þ IblobðQÞ; ð3Þ
being the details of the proportionality constant explained in
the ESI.† Each micelle was assummed to feature a homo-
genoeus spherical core and a diffuse shell (corona), the
latter following a star-like density profile with ϕstar(r) ∝ r−4/3

in accordance with the Daoud–Cotton scaling model.43,44

To allow a smooth density decay at the micellar surface, the
radial decay is weighted by a cutoff Fermi function. Thereby
the star-like density profile of a micelle is modeled by:15,25,53

φstar rð Þ/ r�4=3 1þ exp
r � Rmð Þ
ssRm

� �	 
�1

; ð4Þ

where Rm is the micellar radius, which can be defined as the
cutoff length of the Fermi function, and ss is a dimensionless
smearing parameter.

The first and second terms, Icore(Q) and Ibcorona(Q) in eqn (3)
corresponds to the scattering contribution from the micellar
core and corona respectively. The third contribution Iinter(Q)
comes from the interference term between the core and the
corona.39,51,52 Blob scattering in the corona, expressed in the
last term Iblob(Q), captures the contributions of short-range
density fluctuation correlations due to chain–chain inter-
actions. This term plays an important role when the corona
interior is sufficiently dense, so that it behaves as a semidilute
polymer solution whose concentration lies above the overlap
value of the linear chains, forming thereby a transient network
of intra-micellar blobs. Using a discrete model with n sites per
chain, the scattering from a semidilute solution follows the
predictions based on the polymer reference interaction site
model (PRISM) theory,54 and the random phase approximation
(RPA)55 for polymer solution and melts. Following Svaneborg
and Pedersen,50,51 the blob scattering from swollen corona
chains was thus modeled as:

Iblob Qð Þ/ Pp Qð Þ
1þ ν̂Pp Qð Þ

	 

ð5Þ

ν̂ is an effective virial type excluded volume parameter that
scales with the effective concentration of the corona chains,
and Pp(Q) is the modeled Beaucage form factor of free
chains.56,57 For details of quantitative data modeling of the
macroscopic scattering cross section (dΣ/dΩ)(Q) in absolute
units [cm−1], see ESI.† The various parameters characterizing
the micelles of our work are summarized in Table 2.

For the most asymmetric block ratios showing a finite
CMC, i.e., m : n = 1 : 85, 1 : 89, 1 : 101, and 1 : 107, the non-
aggregated block copolymers (unimers) were independently
characterized at very dilute volume fractions well below the
CMC where no micelles yet exist. We employed also here the
Beaucage form factor to model scattering from these unimers.
At volume fractions above CMC, the Beaucage term was added
to the micellar form factor but with fixed parameters describ-
ing the unimers from the dilute regime.

§From now on, as chain we refer to a linear polymer having the same chemical
nature than the star polymer.
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3. Results
3.1 Architecture of individual soft colloids

Full contrast form factors obtained by SANS in the dilute block
copolymer regime (ϕ < 0.01) are illustrated in Fig. 2 for varying
block-ratio, and compared to the core–shell model for Ics(Q)
given by eqn (3). From the data-analysis procedure it was
observed that the form factor for the most symmetric block-
ratio, i.e. m : n = 1 : 2, is better described by a compact homo-
geneous core–shell model with a constant density profile ϕ(r)
∼ r0 for both core and corona, which elucidates the fact that
micelles having this block-ratio resembles more closely to a
hard sphere-like system. On the other hand, systems with
asymmetries 1 : 8 or more are clearly star-like. Interestingly, it
should be noted from Table 2 that with decrease in block ratio
the relative size, Rh, with respect to the interaction length, σint,
decreases, except for 1 : 8. It highlights the importance of
swollen micellar morphology of Rh = 72.7 nm (dilute regime)
for 1 : 8 block ratio that shrinks drastically, yielding an inter-
action length of 64.2 nm on approaching the overlap concen-
tration, ϕ*. The difference in Rh from DLS with respect to the
corresponding Rm from SANS is attributed to the fact that we

were able to measure very low concentration (ϕ ≃ 5 × 10−4)
from DLS. That was not possible due to low scattering intensity
from SANS (ϕ ≥ 10−3).

As explained above, for highly asymmetric block-ratio (1 : 89
and 1 : 101 in Fig. 2), the presence of unimers leads to model-
ing the SANS scattering intensity with a form factor, which
results from the superposition of unimer chains, Pp(Q),
and micelles, Ics(Q), with relative concentrations given by
ϕCMC ≃ 5 × 10−3. The coexistence of the unimers and an esti-
mation of ϕCMC has been verified by complimentary dynamic
light scattering (DLS) experiments.39 This illustrates the fact
that, for the block-ratios 1 : 89, 1 : 101 and 1 : 107, the suspen-
sions resemble more closely to binary, ultrasoft mixtures,26,27

with a chain-to-micelle size ratio about 0.6 for Nagg = 30.
We concluded that with increase in the asymmetric nature of
the block ratio, at first there is formation of micelles for the
symmetric and intermediate block-ratios 1 : 2, 1 : 8 and 1 : 34,
followed by the co-existence of micelles and unimers, with
varying concentration for the highly asymmetric block-ratio
1 : 89, 1 : 101 and 1 : 107. It also leads to increase in softness,
apart from influencing the micellar architecture, from hard-
sphere like regime to ultra soft star-like or linear polymeric
regime. This is represented schematically in Fig. 2, with the
arrow pointing the direction of increasing asymmetry
and hence softness. From the form factor analysis in dilute
solution we independently obtain the important parameters
like the aggregation number Nagg (Table 1) and the micellar
size Rm, needed for the following structure factor S(Q) analysis
at higher volume fractions.

3.2 Interactions of soft colloids

To reconcile experimental information with the coarse-grain-
ing model, the interaction length σint defining the effective
potential (see eqn (1)) was obtained by an iterative pro-
cedure.27,37,45,47 We use σint ≈ (4/3)R̄ as a zero order approxi-
mation with R̄ the mean micellar radius as obtained from
SANS (micellar radius Rm) and DLS (hydrodynamic radius Rh),
respectively. This starting value for σint together with the inde-
pendently known micellar number density Nz were taken for
calculating the (theoretical) volume fraction ϕTH as input for
the OZ-HNC calculation of the structure factor S(Q), see also

Table 2 Molecular characteristics of the micelles built by the block copolymers shown at the left column, as in Table 1. Shown are the radius of
gyration Rg from SANS Guinier analysis and the hydrodynamic radius Rh from DLS, the interaction length σint from S(Q) analysis as entering in eqn (1),
as well as the micellar radius Rm and the smearing parameter ss from SANS P(Q) analysis as appearing in eqn (4)

Micellar system (m : n) Rg (nm) Rh (nm) σint (nm) Rm (nm) ss

hPBO0.9-hPEO50 (1 : 107) 15.3 ± 0.5 49.7 ± 3 36.9 25.0 ± 0.8 0.10
hPBO0.6-hPEO50 (1 : 101) 14.5 ± 0.2 42.9 ± 2 31.7 21.3 ± 0.8 0.10
hPBO1-hPEO50 (1 : 89) 15.3 ± 0.5 36.1 ± 4 30.1 25.7 ± 1.0 0.10
hPBO0.9-dPEO50 (1 : 85) 15.0 ± 0.3 38.3 ± 3 31.3 25.7 ± 1.0 0.10
hPBO2.5-dPEO50 (1 : 37) 33.0 ± 0.2 50.2 ± 1 47.2a 46.7 ± 2.0 0.11
hPBO2.5-hPEO50 (1 : 34) 31.0 ± 0.5 42.6 ± 2 42.4 45.4 ± 0.4 0.10
hPBO10-dPEO50 (1 : 8) 43.5 ± 0.8 72.7 ± 2 64.2a 61.6 ± 1.0 0.10
hPBO5-hPEO5 (1 : 2) 14.5 ± 0.5 —b 38.6c 19.3 ± 1.0 0.10

a Refinement by SANS iterations. bDLS not applicable due to turbid sample. cHard-sphere like interaction length 2Rm.

Fig. 2 Full contrast SANS micellar form factor at ϕ < 0.01 for varying
block-ratio. The continuous lines are fits to the core–shell model, eqn.
(2) and (3), as explained in the main text. Side sketches: schematic rep-
resentation of the micelles.
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ref. 27. The SANS I(Q) modeling was carried out by convoluting
the product of pre-determined experimental form factor
and theoretical structure factor with the instrumental resolu-
tion R(Q),58 i.e., I(Q) ∝ P(Q)S(Q) ⊗ R(Q), without performing
any fitting procedure.

The interaction length σint was confirmed for each block
ratio (Table 2) from structure factor analysis for ϕ < ϕ*m, where
it does not depend on micelle concentration. Its precise value
was refined in several iterations following previous work10,25,37

for two aggregation numbers 500 and 176 in partial core-
contrast condition, by rescaling within experimental errors.
For Nagg = 500 we covered a concentration range from ϕ/ϕ*

m =
0.7 to 5 and for Nagg = 176 we covered ϕ/ϕ*m = 1.3 to 7.5. As a
representative example in Fig. 3 the theoretical Qσint abscissa
is plotted to the experimental Q-range. Here the partial core-
contrast SANS I(Q) for m : n = 1 : 37 and ϕ/ϕ*m = 2.3 is illustrated
in the open symbols for the forward scattering. The curves for
S(Q) calculated for Nagg = 176 and the corresponding ϕTH =
0.162, P(Q) from SANS and P(Q)S(Q) ⊗ R(Q) are also displayed
in Fig. 3.

Since we are well above the overlap volume fraction, it is to
be noted that the form factor P(Q) has been modified taking
into consideration the shrinkage of the micelle due to increas-
ing osmotic pressure for ϕ > ϕ*

m. According to the Daoud–
Cotton theory,43,59 we use the prediction that the radius of the
micelles, and therefore also σint, shrinks following σint ∼ (ϕ/
ϕ*
m)

−1/8 above the overlap volume fraction. This scaling behav-
ior was experimentally confirmed by Laurati10,25,37 for PEP–
PEO star-like micelles with Nagg = 63, 67, and 136, where a
sufficient number of samples above ϕ*

m were measured.
Finally, the refined σint has been used to obtain a correct esti-
mation of the theoretical volume fraction ϕTH.

10,14,25,37 Here,
we emphasize that Nz is independently and unambiguously
known from experiment. For the most symmetric block-ratio
1 : 2, which resembles compact hard spheres, the packing

fraction is equivalent to corresponding hard sphere volume
fraction (ϕTH ≅ ϕHS). In this case, the interaction length is
manifested as the micellar diameter σint = 2Rm but the
effective potential is, accordingly, not the one given by eqn (1)
but rather a hard-sphere interaction with diameter dHS ≅ σint.

3.3 Dynamics of soft colloids

The quantitative description of microscopic architecture, inter-
actions and resulting structure, is used in the following to
understand the meso- and macroscopic dynamics of soft col-
loids. In this regard some advanced rheological characteri-
zation60,61 of the macroscopic flow properties is prerequisite.
The results from rheology and dynamic light scattering
measurements are reported in Fig. 4. With increasing ϕ, a

Fig. 3 Experimental normalized intensity (dΣ/dΩ)/ϕ for Nagg = 176, ϕ/
ϕ*
m = 2.3 and asymmetry ratio m : n = 1 : 37, compared to the theoretical

result, together with the separate contributions from the form factor, P
(Q), and the structure factor S(Q). Here, both P(Q) and σint have been
modified according to shrinking as ∼(ϕ/ϕ*

m)
−1/8 as the micelles exceed

their overlap concentration, ϕ > ϕ*
m.

43,59 Inset schematic illustration of
overlapping micelles and their interaction length.

Fig. 4 Reduced viscosity η0(ϕ)/ηsolv (solid upward triangles) and self-
diffusion coefficient D0/D(ϕ) (solid circles) for different block-ratios, as
function of (a) polymer volume fraction and (b) reduced theoretical
volume fraction ϕr = ϕTH/ϕlim,TH. For the highly asymmetric block ratios
(1 : 85, 1 : 101 and 1 : 107) the overlap volume fraction from SANS has
been used to evaluate ϕlim,TH, whereas for the symmetric block ratios
(1 : 2, 1 : 8, 1 : 34 and 1 : 37) we employed values from DLS and rheology.
The vertical dashed line represents ϕ0

r and the sloped dashed line a ∼ϕ6
r

power law dependence for the symmetric and asymmetric block ratios,
respectively. Inset in (a) and (b): schematic illustration of star-like block-
copolymer micelles.
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divergence of the zero-shear viscosity η0 is observed for block
ratios 1 : 2, 1 : 8, 1 : 34 and 1 : 37, whereas for the most asym-
metric block ratios 1 : 85, 1 : 101 and 1 : 107 data follow a
power law increase, as illustrated in Fig. 4(a), where the vis-
cosity has been normalized by the solvent viscosity ηsolv. It pro-
vides a generalized description of the reduced viscosity, which
facilitates a precise comparison of macroscopic flow properties
for micelles with varying softness. From dynamic light scatter-
ing (DLS) measurements, the underlying slow diffusive mode
was identified as the self diffusion of the micelles.31 Then, it is
also expected that the inverse of the self-diffusion coefficient
D(ϕ) behaves in a similar way to η0(ϕ) i.e., D(ϕ) ∝ 1/η0(ϕ). As
can be seen in Fig. 4(a), indeed the reduced quantity D0/D(ϕ),
where D0 = D(ϕ = 0), nicely fall on top of the rheology data
η0(ϕ)/ηsolv for all block ratios and exhibits either the same
divergence at a critical volume fraction ϕc or the same power
law increase.

This allows us to bring the results from rheology and DLS
for all different block-ratios plotted together to obtain generic
master curves, as shown in Fig. 4(b). Clearly all data from the
seven block ratios under investigation and shown in Fig. 4(a)
merge into two classes. A divergence of reduced viscosity η0(ϕ)/
ηsolv and of the inverse of the self-diffusion coefficient D0/D(ϕ)
is clearly seen for the more symmetric block-ratio, where the
polymer volume fraction ϕ has been recast onto the effective
reduced packing fraction ϕr = ϕTH/ϕlim,TH obtained from SANS.
The limiting volume fraction ϕlim,TH is obtained from fitting to
the Krieger–Dogerty (KD) model62 for the symmetric block
ratios. For the most asymmetric block-ratios, showing no clear
divergence, the data can be collapsed again. Here, we used the
Martin relation63,64 (see ESI†). Our data rather seems to follow
a power law, ∼ϕ6

r at higher volume fractions. For these highly
asymmetric mixtures, we identified ϕlim,TH with the overlap
micelle packing fraction ϕ*

m to express the results on the same
abscissa as for the more symmetric ones.

4. Discussion

As observed from experimental and theoretical results, the
variation of the block ratio controls in a well defined manner
both the aggregation number (Nagg) and the morphology of
the micelles, from ultrasoft star-like to hard sphere-like archi-
tecture, as independently determined by SANS in dilute solu-
tion, see Fig. 2. Concomitantly it also governs the coarse-
grained, effective micelle–micelle interaction in concentrated
solutions, see Fig. 3, as demonstrated by combining SANS and
liquid state theory. This in turn crucially affects the macro-
scopic flow properties at higher concentrations, as well as the
corresponding mesoscopic micellar dynamics, whose depen-
dence on the volume fraction was investigated in detail by
rheology and DLS, respectively. The master curves combining
results from both dynamic methods clearly show the existence
of two classes of dynamical behavior depending on the col-
loidal softness, as shown in Fig. 4(b). Similar features were
found for regular star polymers but in a rather limited range of

functionalities/aggregation numbers,31 which again empha-
sizes the versatility of block copolymer micelles as easy-to-
establish tunable soft colloids.

All these aspects are finally brought together by the general-
ized dynamic phase diagram for soft colloids illustrated in
Fig. 5, which bears the signature of so called structure–prop-
erty–relationship (SPR), bringing quantitatively together micro-
scopic molecular structure and macroscopic flow properties.
In Fig. 5, data obtained in this work for the new PBO–PEO
system, covering two orders of magnitude in Nagg, are shown
together with those of PEP–PEO diblock copolymer micelles
investigated by Laurati et al.10,25,37 and with real polybutadiene
star-polymers from Vlassopoulos et al.31,66 All are quantitat-
ively compared with the theoretical phase diagram,14,65 includ-
ing the MCT ideal glass line,32 without the introduction of any
adjustable parameter.

A comprehensive agreement is observed between theory
and experiment in Fig. 5, in particular with respect to the
location of the liquid-solid phase boundary. In agreement with
the theoretical predictions, and to the best of our knowledge
for the first time, we find a clear reentrance of the liquid–glass
transition at fixed ϕTH as a function of the functionality:
indeed, the star-like samples at constant ϕTH within the region
0.1 ≲ ϕTH ≲ 0.2 are ergodic for low aggregation numbers, they
glassify for intermediate ones and then they become fluid
again at even higher ones. For the most symmetric block co-
polymer, for which Nagg = 920 ± 20, the ergodic-to-nonergodic
transition occurs at a volume fraction very close to the known

Fig. 5 Generalized experimental phase diagram for star-like soft col-
loids as a function of the aggregation number (Nagg) and the (theore-
tical) packing fraction (ϕTH). All the open symbols represent fluid or
ergodic phase. Solid squares and stars represent the gel/glass32 phase
(non-ergodic), whereas the solid triangles represent the BCC-crystal-
line10,25 phase. Solid lines indicate the theoretical equilibrium phase
diagram,14,65 and the MCT ideal glass line.32 Here the stars represent
comparison with real polybutadiene star-polymers as calculated from
Vlassopoulos et al.31,66 Data marked by black symbols are taken from
Laurati et al.10,25 whereas the colored ones are new results. Side
sketches: schematic representation of the micelles and unimers with
change in Nagg.
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value for hard spheres,67,68 i.e., ϕ(g)
HS ≃ 0.58. This finding is in

full agreement with the single-particle, form factor analysis
shown in Fig. 3, in which it was found that this system is not
described by a starlike corona but rather by a compact, hard-
sphere-like shape. The small discrepancy between the packing
fraction of the glass transition for the m : n = 1 : 2-system and
the hard-sphere one, ϕ(g)

TH < ϕ(g)
HS = 0.58, can be attributed to

additional repulsive interactions from the solvophilic chains,
which act to bring about an effective hard-sphere diameter
that slightly exceeds the particle size. This would be a typical
behavior for soft colloids, as similar features have also been
reported by Mattsson et al.68 for microgel suspensions. Finally,
the significant difference in Fig. 5 between the location of the
glass line for the starlike interaction and the experimental
result for the highest aggregation number can be easily under-
stood: the theoretical result is based on the assumption that
the particles still have a starlike conformation, which is not
the case for the experimental system at hand, since the sym-
metric nature of the underlying block copolymer renders the
height of the sovophilic corona too short to give the latter the
characteristics of the spherical Daoud–Cotton brush.

We did not find formation of ordered crystals for the
systems at hand. A possible explanation for the ability of the
PEP–PEO system10,25 to crystallize into a BCC structure for
aggregation number Nagg < 70 in contrast to the present PBO–
PEO system, which tends to form an amorphous solid, might
be due to the copolymer exchange between micelles (living
micelles), as measured in time-resolved SANS measurements
by Lund et al.69,70 Since Laurati et al.10,25,37 varied Nagg by
changing the composition of the solvent, i.e., the interfacial
tension on addition of DMF (N,N-dimethylformamide), the
packing of micelles in ordered structures could be facilitated
with increasing volume fraction, which has been observed also
for other living micellar systems.8,9 Although the PEP–PEO
system apparently forms frozen micelles over the whole range
of polymer volume fractions at room temperature, slow
exchange dynamics could not be totally excluded for high
amounts of DMF. However no FCC crystalline structure was
observed by Laurati et al., at least not in a time period of 2
weeks after sample preparations. For our PBO–PEO micellar
systems perfectly frozen micelles were formed for higher aggre-
gation number, i.e., 100 ≲ Nagg ≲ 900, since we just changed
the PBO : PEO block-ratio and kept the solvent composition
fixed. Here no crystalline phase was detected, as no Bragg
peaks were observed in SANS measurements. We identified an
amorphous glassy state for ϕ > ϕ*

m, as verified from extensive
investigation of the micellar dynamics using rheology and
DLS. It could be speculated that the absence of significant
block copolymer exchange between micelles hampers the
ordering into the crystalline phase as recently discussed by
Nicolai and co-workers.71 Moreover, the observation of crystal-
line phases is extremely sensitive to polydispersity which is
unavoidable in colloidal suspensions. Such disordered-amor-
phous, dynamically arrested states for ϕ > ϕ*m has been also
reported for PB stars72,73 when Nagg > 70. The dynamical arrest
was explained in terms of cluster formation when the arms in

the outermost blobs of the particles start to overlap. For large
chains, the segment density in the corona causes sufficient
geometric confinement that can strongly suppress the chain
dynamics, leading to the formation of clusters. Even a small
number of clusters could induce a macroscopically arrested
state.73 These clusters on approaching the overlap volume frac-
tion could finally lead to dynamical arrest of the system at
smaller values of the packing fraction ϕTH than predicted by
MCT.32 Whereas for ϕ ≳ ϕ*m the cage effect suppresses the
dynamics significantly, the clustering could be manifested as
an “effective” polydispersity in the sample,74 which suppresses
the underlying crystalline phases.

The general effect of the polydispersity is to destroy order,
i.e., to suppress crystallization. In case of binary mixtures of
hard spheres and also in other complex fluids where the poly-
dispersity has been deliberately introduced into the system,
both from experiments75 and simulations76–79 it has been
observed that for hard-spheres 5–10% polydispersity config-
ures the terminal value, defined as the maximum polydisper-
sity above which the system exhibits an amorphous glassy
state, without showing any crystalline phase. It is to be noted
that block-copolymers inherit some polydispersity in mole-
cular weights from their synthesis mechanism (although
anionic polymerization is known to give the best possible
monodisperse polymers), which could effectively results in size
polydispersity. In such case, polydispersity in can be defined
as33 p = 1 − Mw/Mn, which could then range between 2% ≲ p ≲
10% for different block-ratios (see Table 1). According to some
recent studies by Stiakakis et al.80 on crystallization of multi-
arm stars by multi-speckle dynamic light scattering (MSDLS)
and SANS, slow aging of the initially frustrated glassy state can
leads to star crystallization. This could be one of the possible
reason that we did not observe crystallization within an experi-
mental time window of 2–3 weeks.

5. Conclusions

In the present work, we introduced a new block copolymer
system which enables us to investigate a broad range of micel-
lar aggregation numbers 10 ≤ Nagg ≤ 1000 and concentrations
0.1 ≤ ϕTH/ϕ*

TH ≤ 10 of soft colloids using the same well-
defined model. We interpret rheological and dynamic light
scattering (DLS) data in terms of recently developed experi-
mental and theoretical approaches that quantitatively describe
microscopic structure as observed by complimentary small
angle neutron scattering (SANS) experiments. This finally
enabled us to derive the dynamic phase diagram of soft
colloids showing convincing agreement between experiment
and theory. In the following, we elaborate in detail some
particular points following concerning our results.

In the first place, the micellar morphology, i.e., the micro-
scopic structure of the individual soft colloid as seen in the
form factor P(Q) determined by SANS, can be smoothly varied
from hard sphere-like to ultrasoft star-like by adjusting the
block-ratio m : n from (nearly) symmetric to highly asymmetric,
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i.e. 1 : 2, 1 : 8, 1 : 34, 1 : 37, 1 : 85, 1 : 89, 1 : 101 and 1 : 107.
Form factor analysis in dilute solution provides independently
the basic parameters Nagg and Rm necessary for the sub-
sequent structure factor analysis in concentrated solution. In
this direction, we confirmed and extended for a broad range of
micellar morphologies a way to calculate the crucial inter-
action length σint from Rm (SANS) and Rh (DLS). The corres-
ponding value of σint has been verified by the procedure of
elaborate comparison between theory and SANS experiments.
It is to be noted that no adjustable parameter is required,
hence a satisfactory model of structure factor and the corres-
ponding SANS intensities was obtained over a broad range of
volume fraction for several block ratios. In this way, the
obtained value of the interaction length σint has been identi-
fied as the one and only natural length scale governing both
structure and dynamics of soft colloids. Its concentration
dependence follows a power-law ϕ−1/8 for ϕ > ϕ*

m only, which
has been confirmed and also employed to express the block
copolymer volume fraction ϕ into micellar ϕm and theoretical
ϕTH packing fractions. We conclusively verified the validity of
the coarse-grained potential given by eqn (1) in accurately
describing the (mesoscopic) effective interaction between star-
like, polymer-based soft colloids.

From the experimental scattering intensity I(Q), no crystal-
line phases have been observed over a broad range of aggrega-
tion number (50 ≲ Nagg ≲ 900); rather the system shows
amorphous glassy behavior for ϕ > ϕ*m, which lies close to the
MCT glass line as predicted by theory and simulations in the
phase diagram. We observe for the first time a clear reentrance
of the glass transition recovering the equivalent hard-sphere
volume fraction at the highest aggregation number, Nagg ≃ 103.
From the dynamical point of view, it has been verified
that both the shear viscosity η0 and the inverse of the self
diffusion coefficient DS behave in the same way around the
overlap volume fraction ϕ*

m of the micelles, apparently
showing a strong correlation between mesoscopic diffusion
and macroscopic viscosity, irrespective of softness of the
colloids.

Finally, all the information related to both the statics and
dynamics of the considered soft colloids has been brought
together in an experimental dynamic phase diagram which
was compared with the theoretical one. Again, the packing
fraction ϕTH based on σint as the relevant length scale, was
shown to be the appropriate reduction parameter for the con-
centration dependence, allowing a generic description of the
macroscopic viscosity η0(ϕ), the mesoscopic diffusivity
dynamics D(ϕ) and microscopic structure S(Q), and compari-
son of these properties for particles with varying softness. The
excellent agreement between our new experimental systems
with different but already established model systems10,27

shows the relevance of block copolymer micelles as a clever
realization of soft colloids and the general validity of the
coarse-graining approximation for describing structural, dyna-
mical and phase features of dense, soft colloid suspensions,
which understanding could provide guidance in the rational
design of materials for targeted applications.
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